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Even though you are no longer required to
get a health card, Nevada law* still requires
licensed barbers and apprentices to get a
chest X-ray for tuberculosis and a blood test
for communicable diseases.
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You can visit your primary care doctor for
the required medical tests. If you don’t have
a primary care doctor, you can go to a
clinic that offers TB testing. (Download a list
of clinics that offer TB testing at http://www.
southernnevadahealthdistrict.org/download/
health-cards-tb-testing-locations.pdf or go
to one of our public health centers for a
handout.)
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While vaccinations are no longer required,
the health district recommends you keep
vaccinations current to protect yourself, your
clients and your family.
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*Nevada Revised Statutes 643.070 and 643.080;
Nevada Administrative Code 643.
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